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Starting a business in Mexico isn't all that different from starting a business in the United States. It is basically a matter of carefully planning and submitting proper documents. While startup procedures may be similar, basing your business in Mexico, unlike the United States, has some advantages. These include cheaper labor with a
proven record for production quality, and proximity to the United States, making shipping costs cheaper. Carefully plan the basics of your business. You need to make sure that your business is practically ready to go before you start the next step by submitting the necessary documents. Make sure you have a business plan that describes
every detail of your business. Hire an accountant to help you with forms and help with your financial planning. You should already have a business website chosen or even bought. The filing process will take just under a month to complete, so your business should be ready to open around this time period. Put your company's name in the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs (Secretaría de Relaciones Exteriores) and get its permission to do business in that name. The cost for this as of 2009 was 640 pesos, or approximately $50 U.S. The total time it will take to complete this step is about two days. Prepare an inclusion case that outlines your company's business structure, and go to
the notary to be testified at the Mexican Treasury Department (Hacienda). Bring a charter of your business and its bylaws. The cost for this as of 2009 was 9,000 pesos, or roughly $700. The time it will take to complete this step is about two days. While in Hacienda, get the taxpayer's registration number. Although it is technically a
separate step, it can be completed simultaneously with the fact that the airwapes are illuminated. Register your war in the Public Register of Trade. This is the most difficult step in connection with the time it takes to file a case and obtain confirmation of this filing. It will take about 17 days to complete. The cost of this move, as of 2009, is
1,402 pesos, or roughly $100. Register with the Mexican Institute of Social Security (IMSS) and the National Institute of Employee Housing (INFONAVIT). Here you should open retirement savings accounts for your employees. There are no costs for this step. It will take approximately two to five days. Register with the local tax office
(Secretaría de Finanzas del Gobierno del Distrito Federal). This will allow you to determine the payroll tax. This step requires including your tax registration number and your company's zip code. It only takes about a day to complete this step. Provide a message to your local Delegación that you are opening and starting your business.
The message simply needs to enter your intention to do business in the local area. You must enter your taxpayer's number with a message. Register in the National Register of Business Information where Information Empressarian). There are costs associated with this move, but they depend largely on the type of company you work for
and the number of employees you have. In 2009, the average costs were between 100 and 670 pesos, or roughly $10 to $50. It takes about a day to complete this step. Provide a message to the National Institute of Statistics, Geography and Information (Instituto Nacional de Estadistica, Geografia e Informática). The message should
include the name of your business, the type of business you have included, how many employees you have, as well as the names of the company's shareholders. It will take about a day to complete this step and there is no cost. Tripsavvy uses cookies to provide you with a great user experience. By using Tripsavvy, you accept our use of
cookies. There are so many reasons to visit Mexico with so much to see and do. You will find modern luxury resorts, pristine nature reserves, magnificent beaches, breathtaking ancient landmarks, beautiful colonial architecture, colourful festivals and rich cultural traditions. 01 of 20 Sergio Mendoza Hochmann /Getty Images Address Av.
Capitán Carlos León S/N, Peñón de los Baños, Venustiano Carranza, 15620 Ciudad de México, CDMX, Mexico Phone +52 55 2482 2400 A good place to start a trip to Mexico is in the heart of the country, the nation's capital, and a huge, vibrant city where ancient encounters Since Benito Juarez Airport in Mexico City is the busiest airport
in the country, it's easy to find flights there and a convenient place to start your research. Don't miss Mexico City's most popular landmarks, including the National Museum of Anthropology in Chapultepec Park, containing the most important collection of Mesoamerican artifacts in the world. Another must for this is the Basilica de
Guadalupe, located on the hill where Juan Diego appeared Virgin of Guadalupe, the patron saint of Mexico. Inside the basilica, as pilgrims often penetrate the altar on their knees, you can see Juan Diego's original mantle with its miraculous image on it. You will learn the historic center by taking a walking tour. When your feet get tired,
jump on Turibus to enjoy the sights from a different perspective. And when fasting, head for a great meal, perhaps at one of the best restaurants in the world, such as Pujol, led by Mexico City native chef Enrique Olvera. Pujol, with creative cuisine, ranked 13th restaurant in the world in 2018. Another restaurant that receives high awards is
Quintonil, where fresh produce used in its dishes often comes from the chef's own garden. Mexico City is a great place for travelers on a tight budget, too. There are many activities you can do for free, such as walking parks, visiting the zoo, and wig markets (Mercado de la Ciudadela has folk art and crafts from all over Mexico). While
Mexico City gets a bad rap, it's not as dangerous as many people think. However, as in Big city, you need to be sure to take general precautions against theft. 02 of the 20 Address Quintana Roo, Mexico With nearly 6,000 miles (9,330 kilometers) of coastline and some of the most beautiful beaches in the world, Mexico will anchor all
those who love the sea and sand. If you want to avoid the drowned path, consider some of the unknown beach destinations in Mexico as small beach towns on the Costa Maya or Baja California. And if you prefer to enjoy beach time in your birthday suit rather than in the bathing, you may be interested in the nude beaches and resorts of
Mexico. Guests can sunbathe at the Grand Oasis Sens, where sunbathing topless is the norm or delight of Cancun's sexual temptation resort, all-inclusive as an adult-only playground. The beach at Zipolite in Ouachak, where they have an annual Nudist Festival, is lower key and appeals to types of tourists. Mexico's beaches are very
popular with spring breakers, especially Cancun, but if you want to enjoy a trip away from hordes of college students, you can beat spring break crowds by avoiding weeks of college spring break and going for more places to relax, such as museums and botanical gardens. 03 of 20 Address Guadalajara, Jalisco, Mexico's Colonial History
Mexico marked the clash of two very different cultures. This period witnessed great destruction, but also gave rise to the flowering of art and architecture. Many cities in Mexico retain their colonial city plan, cobblestone streets and beautiful colonial architecture. You can step into the past during your visit to Mexico by staying in a
beautifully restored historic hotel in most of any city. Even beach towns tend to have a historic church and a colonial square. Or visit one of these beautiful and fascinating colonial cities, many of which have been recognized by UNESCO as the heritage cities of mankind. Guadalajara, Jalisco, the birthplace of Mariachi and tequila, is
Mexico's second largest city and has plenty of museums and historical sites to keep tourists busy. Merida, Yukatan, known as a white city, has a vibrant cultural scene and is a great place from which to explore the archaeological sites and natural attractions of the Yukatan Peninsula.Morelia, Michoacan has elegant buildings made of pink
quarry stone and is a place for people who enjoy colonial architecture and local culture. Most will enjoy walks through morelia's beautiful squares and gardens. Puebla, Puebla, is famous for its Talaver ceramics, but its historic center is full of beautiful colonial buildings. It is also the home of chili en Nogada, Mexico's national dish. Oaxaca,
Oaxaca is a destination that combines magnificent colonial architecture with colorful traditions, beautiful crafts and delicious cuisine. Taxco Hotel, Guerrero, the silver capital of Mexico, is located in a charming colonial town in the mountains south of 04 of 20 De Agostini/C. Sappa/Getty Images Address Yukatan, Mexico Mexico was home
to some of the world's great ancient civilizations. Olmeki, Zapoteki, Maya and Aztecs left their imprint on the ground, and their descendants can be seen throughout Mexico. Visiting these ancient cities and temples fills the visitor with a miracle on these ancient cultures. Mexico's ancient civilizations have left behind a wealth of art, artifacts
and places to visit. Visit the Archaeological Sites of the Mayan Peninsula Yukatan Peninsula. Chosen as one of the New 7 World Wonders, Chichen Itza is one of the Mayan sites you shouldn't miss. When visiting Mexico City, you should not miss mayor Templo, the aztec's main temple, and Teotihuacán. Some of the more breathtaking
ancient sites in Mexico include Tulum, Coba, and Monte Alban. Go to 5 from 20 below. 06 of 20 Jay Dickman / Getty Images Address Riviera Maya, Quintana Roo, Mexico There are many opportunities for the practice of water sports and adventure tourism in Mexico. Get your adrenaline rushing as you zip lines through the jungle or
explore an underground river. You can learn to surf or enjoy bird's-eye views of the beach and ocean as you parasail. The world's second largest coral reef is located near the Riviera Maya Hotel, making it an ideal place for diving or snorkeling. If you're more interested in onshore activities, consider exploring Copper Canyon. Consider
some active adventures that will make your trip to Mexico unforgettable. 07 out of 20 Trinette Reed/Getty Images Much more than just taqos, Mexican cuisine is varied and delicious. A visit to Mexico could offer an opportunity to explore beyond the Tex-Mexico fare, which many people consider Mexican food. Try the mole, chilli rellenos,
quesillo, tlayudas, and tamales and let your taste buds feel tastes they never knew existed. And don't forget to err with your choice of tequila, mezcal or pulque. For more of your dining experience in Mexico, try adapting to Mexican food times. Of course, whenever you're ready for a snack there's always plenty of street food available, and
don't worry if you're vegetarian - there are plenty of options for vegetarians in Mexico. 08 out of 20 David Peevers / Getty Images The beautiful crafts of Mexico and folk art are the results of craftsmanship and knowledge that have been passed down through generations. Many visitors to Mexico end up with bags twice as their return trip!
Some things you can buy: silver jewelry, wool carpets, hand glass, textiles, Talavera ceramics and other ceramics, wooden carvings, baskets and hats, clothes, and rebozo (shawl). Go to 9 from 20 below. 10 out of 20 with more than 6,000 miles of coastline and more than 500 fish species in Mexican waters, even newcomers love fishing
and can take a charter boat for some deep-sea fishing. Baja Sur, Mazatlan and Puerto Vallarta are ancient ghosts for sports fishermen. marlin, huge tuna and red snepper abound and will probably make it on in your fishing resort. Some resorts, including the beach in Los Cabos, help guests surf and provide pole vaults, instructions and
even prepare a catch. 11 of 20 Isabellafoto / Getty Images Taxco de Alarcon, a beautiful colonial town in the mountains of Guerrero state, also known as mexico's silver capital. The quaint cobblestone streets lead you through whitened historic buildings, churches and silver workshops. Beautiful silver structures can be found in jewelry
stores, workshops and from street vendors. For scenery, take the cable car to Christ Cerro Atachi, where you can enjoy views of the city and the surrounding countryside. 12 out of 20 you can get to the source of this agave-based drinks in Jalisco, where you'll see fields of blue agave. Tequila can only be produced in this region, which in
addition to the state of Jalisco also includes parts of the Mexican states of Guanahuato, Michoakan, Neyarat and Tamaulipas. This Unesco World Heritage Site in 2006 has a unique natural landscape and cultural traditions. You can see how the agave plant is harvested, how tequila is made, and tasting is made. Continue to 13 from 20
below. 13 of the 20 Resorts of Caroline Warren/Getty Images All inclusive are popular with holidaymakers in Mexico. Some are adults, but others have activities for all family members. On the white beaches of the Yukatan Peninsula, you can choose luxury all-inclusive resorts or enjoy places like Cabo San Lucas, known for sports fishing
and golf resorts. Families will find something for all ages, children's clubs and dining options delight even the freshest eaters in places like Moon Palace Cancun, which has family activities such as mini golf, snorkeling, swimming with dolphins and cycling around the resort. Adults can play golf or play pool only for adults. Sandos Caracol
Eco Experience Resort is known for having one of Mexico's most effective water parks. Older children (13-17 are perfect) and parents can get rock star treatment at the Hard Rock Vallarta Hotel and even play electric guitar in their suite. Guests can dine in the music-oriented group and relax at the resort. 14 of 20 Ride with a guide in the
backcount or push away from the pool at the luxury ranch and go for an evening horse ride to see the sunset. Every Mexican guest ranch has its own special amenities, but what they have in common is that you get the chance to go riding. Ranch vacations in places like Rancho Puesto del Sol, 50 miles north of Mexico City, are an all-
inclusive ranch surrounded by three waterfalls and beautiful countryside. On this equestrian holiday, guests enjoy scenery and skiing on the territory, which has no fences. Los Bagnos Ranch (ranch springs) is a 30,000-acre cattle ranch in the foothills of the Sierra Madres, 55 miles away from the border with Arizona. While you can relax
and get away from everything, this ranch will also give you a real cowboy cowboy And also provide a beautiful natural area for hiking. 15 of Matteo Colombo's 20/Getty Images Esote is a deep, water-filled well created by the collapse of the roof of an underground cave. The natural pool is created with spring water and rainwater. You'll find
caves, underground rivers and denites on the Yukatan Peninsula, where the land is mostly made up of limestone. And you'll hear tales of the Mayan people using cesspools as a place for sacrificing rituals, but now thons are popular with visitors who come swimming and dive and explore these deep, natural swimming holes. One of the
most popular is Gran Cenote in Tulum, located on the road between Tulum and the Archaeological Sites of Cob. 16 of the 20 Mariachi Music originated in Guadalajara, and it's the best place to hear Mariachi's authentic music. In fact, Guadalajara has an international mariachi competition. When you visit a traditional place to see and hear
Mariachis is in Los Mariachis Square. Sit in a local café, have a drink and watch the locals choose a mariachi group for their special occasion. Request a Guadalajara song so you can have a truly traditional experience (mariachis charge the song, so there's some pesos at hand). Continue to 17 from 20 below. 17 of the 20 whales head to
the Cortes Sea in Baja California Sur (BCS) to have their calves, and this area is known internationally for the huge whale-like that visitors can see there. In fact, the Sea of Cortez was brought up by the world's Jacques Coustea Aquarium. The whales you're most likely to spot in waters off BCS include gray whales, humpbacks, blue
whales and whale sharks. But sometimes you can see Orca and other species. 18 out of 20 Daniel Berehulak/Getty Images Lucha Libre battling all the rage in Mexico City. You'll see street vendors selling colorful masks that are known to wrestlers. Lucha Libre engages sports men, and even a few women, performing wild antics in the ring
and expanding the madness outside the ring and getting the crowd all angry, too. It's worth seeing this cultural performance for a bit of fun. There are three arenas in Mexico City where you can see Lucha Libre, but for the inconsistent, taking a tour is the most fun. Tours usually include transport, your ticket, and possibly some other buoys
such as tequila shots and masks. 19 of 20 James R.D. Scott / Getty Images Scuba diving and scuba diving should do when visiting mexico's beach destinations. There are colorful fish to see as close as the coastline of your resort. Scuba diving requires special training and sophisticated gear, but almost anyone can snorkel. Boat
excursions can be arranged to reach special snorkeling areas. Some of the most popular snorkeling spots are Cozumel, next to the Mayan Riviera coast, and inland places such as the spring cenote Dos Ojos, north of Tulum, consisting of two wells that are connected by a long narrow through which you can swim. 20 of 20 Tuhaen Ahmed
/ / / Getty Images Mexico City's grand fine arts theatre Palacio de Bellas Artes is a place to see a performance of Ballet Folklórico de México having dances in traditional dress from regions of Mexico. Performances are usually held three times a week. The beautiful theater, completed in 1934, features murals by Diego Rivera, Jose
Clemente Orozco, David Alfaro Siqueiros and Rufino Tamayo. Tamayo.
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